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Signing into the Tutorial

Every week, you are expected to sign into your practical class.
In order to do this, please enter the following at a command line prompt:

SignIn

Please note that this command is case sensitive.
You will be informed if you have correctly signed into the practical.
Any student that does not do this shall be assumed to be absent from

the practical. You have been warned!

Practical Questions

For each of the following web sites, provide an equivalent process definition.
Check your answer by entering it into the ltsa tool and then generating the
corresponding state machine.

1.
url2url1
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url3url1 url2
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retn
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For the following transition graph, provide an equivalent process defini-
tion. Check your answer by entering it into the ltsa tool and then gener-
ating the corresponding state machine.
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5.

end

start

stop

stop

stop

stop

run

yield

dispatch

suspend

resumesuspend
sleep

As always, questions marked (*) are to be completed in your own time.

6. A bistable digital circuit receives a series of trigger inputs and alter-
natively outputs 0 and 1. Model this behavior with a process called
Bistable and check (using the ltsa tool) that it produces the required
output1.

ie. it should produce the following trace:
trigger −→ 0 −→ trigger −→ 1 −→ trigger −→ 0 −→ trigger −→

1 −→ . . .

7. (*) A drinks dispensing machine charges 15p for a can of Fanta. The
machine accepts coins with the denominations 5p, 10p and 20p and
gives change. Model the behavior of this machine with a process called
Drinks2.

1Hint: Use the alphabet {trigger, [0], [1]}.
2Hint: Use the alphabet {[0], [5], [10], [15], [20], [25], [30], requestCan, deliverCan}.
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